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While the appointment of thi committee arose out of and fol-

uring at M.C.I. Norfolk, on Jullowed the tragic incident

31, 1972, it soon became a] rent to the committee that this

incident, although serious and regrettable, was but one in a

continuing series of episodes occuring in all corrections fac

lnasmuch as the "Elliot incident" became the subject

of a special investigating committee (the so-called Gavin corn-

tee) , as well as intensive investigation by the Norfolk

County District Attorney and his staff, the committee deter-

mined that its efforts would be better spent in a broad exam-

ination of the Massachusetts correctional system

In order to accomplish this stated purpose, committee members

visited Massachusetts corrections institutions at Walpole,

Norfolk, Concord, Bridgewater, and Framingham, as well as

several houses of correction and jails, on numerous separate

casions. The committee held extensive hearings throughout the

fall of 1972, receiving testimony from the Commissioner of

Corrections, superintendents of the various institutions, and

other administrative officials, corrections officers, inmates,

epresentatives of private reform groups, and instructors,

relatives of inmates and officers, and other private citizens.

In addition, research in matters relative to the corrections

system -- including existing statutes and administrative reg-

ulations, and former legislative committee reports -- was un-

dertaken. To carry on its wori the committee received a spec-

FOREWORD
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ial allocation of one thousand dollars; of this amount, over

line hundred dollars remains unexpended and will revert to the

State Treasury. (Expenditures were made only for the purpose of

purchasing tapes and renting equipment dsed to record testimony.)

\s a result of its work, the committee has found that the cor-

rections system in Massachusetts has in the past served as a glaring

example of an institution in which almost everything has been done

wrong. It is appalling to the committee that a corrections system

which pays allegiance to the concept of rehabilitation has had a re-

cidivism rate shockingly close to seventy-five percent. The General

2ourt recognized the seriousness of problems in our corrections sys-

tem and gave the Department of Corrections the tools with which to

implement reform in the institutions when it passed Chapter 777 of

the Acts of 1972. The committee commends the Department of Corrections

for the progress made in penal reform due to its own initiatives and

due to a speedy and effective institution of reforms suggested by the

leneral Court.

The committee concludes that a number of inmates require greater

security and more intensive rehabilitative programs than presently

exist, while other inmates require no further institutional custody.

It appears that an averaging approach, reflecting mediocrity in ad-

ministrative procedures, has resulted in the continued confinement

of some inmates who should be released, and the release of others

who require lengthier periods of incarceration and greater prep-

aration for re-integration into the community. The committee be-

lieves that the corrections system must pursue more diligently the
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goals of rehabilitation, and is confident that the Department, under

the leadership of the new Commissioner of Corrections intends to

It seems clear that while in-apply its best efforts to this goal

carceration may serve as a valuable deterrent to the commission of

crime, continued confinement beyond the point of rehabilitation can

do more harm than good. The committee believes the corrections system

must afford more rigorous and intensive rehabilitative programs than

can at present for individuals consistently manifesting asocial

behavior, and must release with greater speed and facility those

who demonstrate a capacity to undertake the responsibility of re-

entry into society.

While it is clear to the committee that some of its recommendations

will require additional expenditures, it is impossible at this writin

for the committee to predict with any accuracy the exact amount of

funding support necessary for the effective implementation of its

recommendations as the committee cannot be aware which of its rec-

ommendations or pieces of legislation will eventually recieve the ap-

proval of the General Court, or the Department of Corrections, as

the case may be. For example, the committee recommends that a de-

partmental adjustment center be established, but its location and

supportive facilities are left to the discretion of the Department

of Corrections. Similarly, the committee recommends the establishment

of a first or youthful offenders facility, but vests in the Departmen

of Corrections the final decision as to the location and size of the

institution.

i
The committee is convinced that any additional costs required as a

result of implementation of its recommendations will be more than
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I. Relative to Administration

1. The committee emphasizes its concern for the speedy im-

plementation of those sections of Chapter 777 of the Acts of 1972,

which provide that intensive and on-going educational and training

programs be available to corrections officers.

'-■% i 2. The committee urges that Massachusetts corrections officers

be afforded opportunities for promotion to high administrative

positions. The committee feels that executive judgements relative

to the qualifications of corrections officers serve to reflect

the quality of training offered by the executive branch; and hence,

as measures are taken to improve the latter, there also must be

increased reliance upon corrections personnel in filling higher

positions.

3. The committee expects that the Commissioner of Corrections

will explain and discuss in all cases the nature, scope, and content

of new administrative policies with superintendents and other of-

ficials involved in the institution of such policies. The committee

expects that should the Commissioner intend to be absent from his

office, he will instruct competent staff members in appropriate

responses to questions of routine and emergency nature which may

arise within the Department.

4. The committee strongly urges that an up-to-date handbook

regulations and procedures be devised and continuously reviewed

by the Department for the use of inmates and officers; the committee

expects that such a written code of conduct will help to eliminate anj

arbitrariness which may exist in judgement of individual's behavior.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FINDINGS
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a continuing basis in all institutions where they are currently

tailed to promote the security of inmates, other employees, and

itors; the committee further urges that safety items be substituted

any implements which may be converted easily into weapons.

17. The committee recommends that administrative options relative

parole eligibility following completion of one third of a sentence

employed in all cases where such eligibility is merited; the com-

tee further recommends that good-time deductions be awarded to in-

;es completing constructive activities or programs during their con-

tement.

18. The committee recommends that all individuals who complete sen-

ices without occasion for parole supervision be given access to the

refits of job assistance and other supportive services subsequent to

;ir release which they otherwise might not recieve.

19. The committee recommends that a Board of Pardons be established

consider, in conjunction with the Board of Parole, the advisability

expunging the records of former offenders, or commuting the sen-

ices of offenders, in order that such considerations remain as ob-

;tive as possible.

Relative to Education

20. The committee notes the paucity of elementary education courses

iilable to inmates and urges the Corrections Department to survey

1 provide for such needs.

21. The committee recommends that grammar and high school education

irses now offered be coordinated and improved, with consideration be-

g given to the establishment of a Corrections Department School Distri
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22• The committee urges the Department of Correction to explore

the possibility of employing student teachers from state higher ed-

ucational institutions to reduce the shortage of instructors in cor-

rections facilities while minimizing costs for an expanded teaching

staff.

23. The committee recommends that educational counsellors be av-

lable in institutions during evening hours in order that inmates
'V

who work or attend classes by day may have opportunities for such

consultation.

24. The committee urges that administrative and security pro-

cedures be streamlined and standardized to expedite the entry of

volunteer instructors from industry or other private organizations

into corrections facilities.

25. The committee strongly recommends that libraries in cor-

rections facilities be expanded, with attention given to the inclusic

in such libraries of law books and other legal texts; the committee

urges the Corrections Department to explore the possibility of ac-

quiring volumes through donations made by private citizens, business*

and other organizations.

V. Relative to Work

26. The committee urges that training sequences and corrections

industries which conform closely to outside employment opportunities

be developed and established within institutions; the committee sug-gests that such sequences and industries include computer technology.

automobile mechanics, refrigeration, electronics, and so on.
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32. The committee recommends that the Corrections Department

consult with the Department of Communities and Development in the

establishment of job-training sequences which will best prepare in-

mates for post-release employment.

33. The committee urges that private industry and business par-

in the implementation of public policy by working to el-

iminate any employment discrimination which may be directed against

former offenders.

VI. Relative to Medicine

34. The committee expects that corrections institutions will be

stocked properly and adequately with medical supplies and equipment

and that such materials will be securely stored and appropriately

dispensed in order to prevent their abuse.

35. The committee expects that medical record-keeping procedures

will be rendered more comprehensive and orderly in all facilities.

36, The committee deplores the absence of hygenic extensive

medical facilities in all institutions and expects that the Cor-

rections Department will make every effort to evaluate and improve

such facilities with due haste.

37. The committee expects that all medical personnel in correct!'

facilities whether working on a full-time or a part-time basis, wil"Afford services to the Commonwealth commensurate with their salarie

the Committee recommends that the Corrections Department eliminate

abuse of such state employment.
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38. The committee urges that salary schedules and employment ben-

:fits for medical personnel in corrections facilities be made com-

petitive with such schedules and benefits in the outside community.

39. The committee recommends that state hospitals be used to augment

ledical services offered by corrections facilites.

40. The committee recommends that the Corrections Department make

provision for the hiring of addrtxonal paramedical personnel; the ci

intends that interested inmates be afforded opportunities for training

md employment as paramedics.

41. The committee recommends that additional counsellors be em-

ployed in corrections facilities to offer services relative to psy-

chiatric, drug, and other problems; and that such counsellors provide

post-release evaluation and assistance to former offenders.

/XI. Relative to Social Dimensions

42. The committee urges that metal detectors currently installed

oe used consistently in checking both inmates and visitors to control

the flow of contraband into corrections institutions, and that matrons

continue to be assigned to oversee entry of female visitors.

43. The committee recommends that the Department of Corrections no-

tify the local police when an offender is released on furlough.

44. The committee urges the Corrections Department to review con-

tinuously policies relative to personal communications (mail and tel-

ephone calls), in order to promote equalization and non-discriminatiJ^
of privileges among inmates; and that consideration be given to the

viability of more flexible and extensive communications privileges.

45. The committee deplores the existence of racial hostility in
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corrections institutions, whether among inmates or between inmates

emd officials; and urges that personnel evaluations take into con-

sideration any unwarranted antagonism emanating from racial prejudic

460 The committee requests the Commissioner of the Department of

Corrections to submit to the Governor and the General Court, one

sear from the date of enactment of appropriate legislation included

herein, and the filing of this report, a report indicating

its intention, measures, and progress relative to each of the above

recommendations.

�
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he committee noted during the course of its investigation that

. number of problems exist which pertain to certain administrative

■ractices within the Department of Corrections and its facilites.

onsideration has been given to problems relative to the effect-

veness and authority of guards, communications flow within the
r

lepartment, organization of inmates, and the location of the De-

lartment of Corrections within the Executive Office of Human Ser-

'ices as well as the integration of county facilities for correction

fithin the state Department of Corrections. Repeated references

fere made to these matters during testimony, and based upon its

examinations of the problems described, the committee feels it

accessary to underscore the need for certain policy clarifications,

,emphases, or changes relative to them.

Corrections Officers

)ne of the most evident problem areas within the corrections

system relates to the overall capacity and effectiveness of

juard personnel. Intense dissatisfaction was expressed by many

.ndividuals, including corrections officers, administrators,

.nmates, and representatives of interested groups, with matters

such as qualifications and training opportunities, the delineation

>f authority, and seniority considerations.

Che position of corrections officer is classified as a civil

Service job, and hence most necessary qualifications are est-

ablished as regulations of the Massachusetts Civil Service

Commission, while other factors, such as salary, age, veterans’

I. ADMINISTRATION
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preference, and certain training requirements are statutorily

determined. Repeated references were made in the course of

testimony before the committee to the inadequacy of existing

training programs, particularly the absence of sufficient

opportunities for follow-up instruction during an officer's

career. Undoubtedly this paucity of educational programs

has been detrimental to the steady development of profes-
' sionalism and deeper understanding -- desired by the vast

majority of personnel -- within

Nonetheless, the committee feel

the corrections system,

it necessary to emphasize

that the 1972 Legislature addressed itself to this situation,

in formulating and passing Chapter 777 of the Acts of 1972.

Under section 9 of this chapter, the Commissioner of the

Department of Corrections is directed to provide training

opportunities for prospective personnel, as well as existing

personnel, at an appropriate academy, where instruction in

areas of criminology and penology may be obtained. The

committee urges speedy implementation of the provisions of

Section 9, The Legislature, by granting the Commissioner

a good deal of authority and discretion in the matter of

training programs, has expressed its judgement that such

education is of critical importance and should be made

widely available without delay.

A second major area considered by the committee relates to

i the authority of guards and prevailing attitudes toward such
~

authority. The existing situation of almost ceaseless in-

stability and unrest is frequently attributed to the diminution

of officers' disciplinary authority. Numbers of individuals
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feel such authority has been unjustly reduced, with a pro-

portionate increase in the "power" and "control" of inmates.

As a consequence, both guards and inmates feel their lives

are continually in jeopardy, with "blame" for the present

instability fixed, frequently on the basis of uninformed sub-

jective opinion, with administrators, guards, inmates, or

combinations of these. The committee has heard several general f
appraisals of the existing situation and recognizes the merit

of comments offered by individuals speaking from different van-

tage points. Nontheless, because much testimony has been

limited in its perspective, the committee feels it cannot

lodge its sympathy with any single group of participants or

observers. Accounts of hostility and injustice on the part of

corrections personnel have been related by inmates and inmates'

families, while other prisoners have underscored that many

guards consistently behave with utmost equanimity and fairness;

members of the news media are said to depict institutional

problems with a gross pro-inmate bias on one hand, and to

provide an opportunity for accurate representation of the

existing situation on the other; allegations of racism are

heard and subsequently refuted; guards' lives are said re-

peatedly to be in danger, and prisoners experience stabbings

and assaults daily; the pervasiveness of organized crime is

elaborated by some and minimized

Confronted with such conflicting

finds it impossible to reach any

"blame" for existing instability

by others; and endlessly on.

testimony, the committee

single decision as to where

may be fixed. The committee
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deplores the excessively low level of morale which prevails

among guard personnel; but it also feels that inmates,

without being given opportunities for self-improvement and

self-development, would not willingly respond to any amount

of disciplinary authority which may be vested in the correc-

tions officers.

The matter of seniority within the hierarchy of guard and

administrative personnel constitutes a third area to which

the committee has directed its attention. A number of cor-

rections officers, speaking individually or representing

unions, have elaborated their perception that few promotions

are given to staff members, even when many years of experience

in the department have been accrued. The general observation

is that personnel who have acquired skills through years of

employment in the corrections field are best suited for dealing

with the problems and demands of administrative positions in

the Department; while, as the case is described, individuals

appointed to such positions have not developed their expertise

within the Massachusetts correctional system to the same ex-

tent as other personnel. The committee agrees with the general

policy that employees of the Commonwealth should be afforded

priority consideration when opportunities for advancement

arise -- talents readily available should not be overlooked

in the staffing of upper level positions. The committee

feels that opportunities for advancement must be afforded

corrections officers and would help achieve a rise in morale;

the committee therefore urges that every consideration be



given to the promotion of current employees of the Department,

as positions become available or vacant.

Communications

The committee has further directed its attention to several

problems which are generally concerned with the matter of

communications flow within departmental facilities. These

problems, which apparently generate a good deal of conflict
and misunderstanding, include clarity and comprehensiveness

of general administrative policies issued by the Commissioner 1
office to various superintendents; the orientation of inmates

and corrections officers to procedures and behavioral expec-

tations; and language barriers experienced by members of mi-

nority groups.

'V

The committee has found that superintendents and other admini-

strative personnel have questions relating to the extent of

their authority and capacity to act, in the face of certain

policies such as those pertaining to hearings and lock-ups

-- issued by the Commissioner's office. While the committee

reserves its judgement on the wisdom of newer administrative

practices, it feels strongly that the nature, scope and

content of those policies should be explicated by the Commission-

er, and discussed with superintendents, before or immediately

after their effective date, in order to insure that all those

involved in the administration of

priately. The committee deplores

such policies may act appr

the misunderstanding which !

it has discovered on all sides, concerning appropriate procedur
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under newer policies, particularly when such misunderstanding

can lead so easily to great systemic instability. The com-

mittee feels the Commissioner's absence is no excuse for a

lack in procedual clarity; when he is absent for purposes of

business or other reasons, staff sufficiently competent to

answer -- with immediacy and clarity -- should be available in

■vthe central office to handle both routine and emergency matters.

The committee therefore expects that the central office will

make every effort to clarify

fications of any major policy

■nd discuss the meaning and rami-

changes which are made: the com-

mittee further expects that should any questions exist in the

minds of superintendents and other high-ranking personnel con-

cerning such policies, they will settle such matters before

the advent of an institutional crisis.

The committee has also found that many inmates and corrections

officers have questions relative to how they should behave in

both routine and emergency situations. Inmates have repeatedly

indicated that what is "right" one day may be "wrong" the next,

and they have little recourse to settle apparent arbitrariness;

while corrections officers have questions, as indicated earlier,

relative to the extent of their disciplinary authority. The

committee deplores the existence of such gross misunderstanding

and finds it to be significant as a source of tension and con-

flict in the institutions. The committee therefore urges that

some device, such as an up-to-date handbook of regulations and

procedures, be distributed -- not only to guards but also to

inmates. The committee expects that such a handbook (currently
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available to guards, although in need of updating) would de-

lineate an institution's routines, outline opportunities a-

vailable for instruction and employment, describe procedures

relative to mail, telephone calls, visitors, etc., explain

sanctions upon misbehavior, and so on, and would be given to

each individual participating in the day-to-day operation of

the facility. The committee feels that compliance with norms

and expectations is difficult when these are not expressly

stated and hopes that such expression would reduce mistaken

or arbitrary judgement of behavior, as well as provide ade-

quate grounds for the implementation of sanctions when express

regulations or privileges have been transgressed or abused.

Finally, the committee has considered the communications barrier

existing among members of certain ethnic groups, particularly

the Spanish and Puerto Rican. The committee expects that every

effort will be made in the immediate future to recruit sufficient

numbers of correctional personnel to overcome this language

barrier. Spanish-speaking inmates should not be made to live

in a state of limbo relative to the demands and expectations

of their environment. The committee strongly urges that the

Corrections Department work to rectify this problem, not only

with respect to the Spanish-speaking but to any other minority

groups which may exist or develop, in order to establish communi-

cations at a reasonable and operable level.

Organization of Inmates

The committee understands that consideration has been given by

�
-
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the Commissioner's office, members of interested groups, and

inmates to the possibility of unionizing prisoners, for the

purpose of giving expression to grievances, establishing guide-

lines for the prison population's behavior, disseminating in-

formation, and so on. This idea has been preferred by the National

Prison Reform Association, which is based in Providence, Rhode

Island, and has been able to implement a prisoners' union in that
>

<yfete. The committee has heard some objection from corrections

officials relative to this concept; opposition stems from the

belief that unionization would serve only as a mechanism for

the further acquisition of priveleges by inmates.

The committee feels sufficient evidence has not been gathered

relative to the possible effectiveness of such an organization

and hence reserves its judgement on the merit of prisoner union-

ization. Several factors, such as the presence within the inmate

population of a small number of sociopathic or psychopathic

personalities, and the impediments to securing "good time" for

employment with a strike provision, would seem to militate against

the formation of a union patterned exactly after those currently

existing among the trades. However, if some modified, viable type

of inmate organization could be devised, this could perhaps prove

useful at least in achieving orderly articulation of grievances or

perhaps the scale of wages employed as guidelines to union mem-

bers could be used to estimate inmate wages for certain types of work

The committee has given some consideration to the proposed

transfer of the Department of Corrections from the Executive



Office of Human Services to that of Public Safety and has been

unable to discover any particular benefit which such a transfer

might achieve. The fact that a small percentage of prisoners

have problems relating to psychological adjustment would seem

to require that they be in an Executive Office which works

also with problems of mental health

at Bridgewater is such an example, ’

health leading to criminal behavior

the Correctional Institute

rhere problems of mental

re treated in facilities

in close proximity. That so many inmates have been convicted

for drug-related crimes further underscores the close relation-

ship between trends in crime and current problems in social

welfare, particularly those which involve juveniles. Many

emerging concepts in corrections -- halfway houses, increased

numbers of furloughs, more flexible "good time", and so on

aim at rehabilitation and reintegration of the prisoner

into the community rather than viewing him in the context of

security alone. For these reasons the committee does not sug-

gest that the Department of Corrections be transferred; however,

it remains receptive to evidence of administrative difficulty

or dysfunction which could result from its being within an

Executive Office so large and cumbersome as that of Human

Services.

Integration of County Institutions

While the committee has not studied the idea in any depth, and

is making no further extensive analysis of the basic organizational^v
problems of county correctional institutions, it notes the lack
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of coordination that has gone on in the past as far as planning

for the needs of counties relative to incarceration and re-

habilitation of offenders. The committee feels it makes little

sense, to take an example, that a new jail is being constructed

in Middlesex county, while not far from the site of this new jail,

are located both the Charles Street Jail and the Suffolk County

House of Correction. As outmoded and useless as the latter two

'�.docilities seem to be in executing their supposed custodial fun-

ctions, the committee feels there is a need for better planning

of any additional county correctional facilities constructed in

the future. The committee feels that each county need not nec-

essarily have its own correctional facility within its precincts,

rather, given the current trend toward de-institutionalization of

corrections, new correctional plants should be built only after

considerable thought has been given to regional or even state-

wide needs for such facilities.

The committee could not help but observe the glaring discrepancy

in the facilities on the county level. For example, the institution

at Deer Island cannot in the judgement of the committee be con-

sidered fit for the incarceration of anyone. Yet an equally an-

tiquated building such as the Dedham House of Correction, sup-

ervised by Sheriff Hedges, serves as a model for a facility of its

kind. It is clear to this committee that such facilities have endem

problems with separation of youthful offenders from older, more har

dened types, and often have inadequate budgets to meet the needs of
I
'their residents. The committee feels that some study of the pos-

sibility of integration of these smaller, county correctional fac-
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into the state's correctional system might result in positive

solutions to remedy both the lack of meaningful rehabilitative

programs for county inmates and the deficiencies inherent in

maintaining existing antiquated facilities in each county.

*

>
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Prisoner classification procedures have been reviewed by the

committee and found to be generally antiquated, slow, and

ineffective. Special needs -- such as those for a diagnostic

reception center, youthful and first offenders' facility, care

of drug-dependent inmates, and additional halfway houses -- re-

main unmet. Because the Commissioner of Corrections has been

given statutorily a broad mandate to "establish a system of

classification of persons committed to the custody of the de-

partment for the purpose of developing a rehabilitative pro-

gram for such person", the committee feels it must emphasize its

concern for improvement and progress in this area. Testimony has

demonstrated repeatedly that poor classification leads to the

placement of evidently intractable individuals in medium security

facilities, while others needing no great restraint are directed

to maximum security institutions. Such mixing of inmates with

extremely different needs and temperaments, combined with the

general problem of overcrowding leads the committee to conclude

that not only must greater attention be given to classification

procedures, but numbers of more tractable inmates should be

assigned to progressively less confining facilities.

Diagnostic Reception Center

Under the present system, individuals who are convicted of mis-

demeanors are sentenced to jails or houses of correction, while

persons convicted of felonies are sentenced typically to M.C.I.

11. CLASSIFICATION
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Concord or MX.I. Walpole. The committee recommends that ser-

ious consideration be given to the newer concept of sentencing

which provides that convicted individuals be sentenced to the

corrections system generally, with initial admittance to a re-

ceiving and classification facility providing for comprehensive

analysis and evaluation.

The committee deplores that such negligible progress has been

made toward an effective evaluation of individual needs. Review'

ing past reports of special commissions, the committee notes th

as long ago as 1953, the Department of Corrections was urged to

make adequate provisions for a diagnostic reception center with,

the classification process. The Report of the Unpaid Comission

Relative to Prisons (January, 1953), chaired by Senator Leslie

B, Cutler, recommended the establishment of a "comprehensive

treatment center", which would process a convicted individual

before his sentencing and assist a panel of experts in the re-

habilitative process in forming a treatment plan for each of-

fender. The Report of the Governor's Commission to Study the

Massachusetts Correctional System (1955), made a similar rec-

ommendation, resulting in an authorization (Chapter 770 of the

Acts of 1955) for such a reception center. Funds for the facili'

were not provided, however, until the 1972 Legislature passed

an appropriation of $216,447. The need for a diagnostic rec-

eption center is imperative. The Corrections Department is ap-

parently planning to establish such a facility at M.C.I. Concon

and the committee expects that the implementation of these plan

ill proceed with due consideration given to their urgency
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First and Youthful Offenders

The committee urges that a first and youthful offenders facility

be established within the corrections system in order to facili-

tate the rehabilitation of younger people -- individuals under

thirty -- who are committed to the Department of Corrections.

The corrections system, while protecting society from members

iwho manifest criminally deviant behavior, should strive to return

to society as expeditiously as possible those members who have

been rehabilitated. The present system fails to accomplish this,

tending instead to school first and youthful offenders in crimi-

nal behavioral patterns. The committee has found numbers of boys

some as young as sixteen, incarcerated in maximum security insti-

tutions. The subjection of these individuals -- whose crimes

are often drug-related -- to the mores and psychology of older,

recalcitrant criminals, is inexcusable and self-defeating, as it

renders the younger people prone to becoming either frequent or

permanent residents of correctional institutions.

The need for a first and youthful offenders facility has been

stressed in Massachusetts for many years. The Report of the

Special Committee Investigating Unrest in Prisons (1954), the

Report of the Governor's Commission to Study the Massachusetts

Correctional System (1955), the Report of the Special Committee

on the Reorganization of the Correctional System (1957), the

Governor's Committee on Building Needs in the Department of

Correction (1958), and the Special Committee on the Correctional

System of the Commonwealth (minority report, 1960), have included
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among their recommendations the construction of such a facility.

The Department of Corrections, pursuant to its own recognition

of this need, has explored the po

youthful offenders unit for at le.

ibility of establishing a

t ten years. Problems of

location, optimum capacity, and fluctuating priority of the pro-

ject in the Department's capital outlay program has delayed the

effort to such an extent, however, that even the Bureau of Build

ing Construction has found it necessary to inquire on several

occasions whether the project was abandoned altogether.

In 1965, after some preliminary study and several previous cap-

ital outlay requests by the Department, the sum of $lOO,OOO was

appropriated for "preparation of plans for a youthful offender

facility" (Chapter 791 of the Acts of 1965). The Department made

plans for a unit which would house from 150 to 300 young offenders

in a rehabilitative environment and explored the possibility of

using an existing building on the grounds of M.C.I. Walpole or

M.C.I. Norfolk, The Department expressed its feeling that such

a facility, lacking a sufficient number of industries to defray

its operating costs, would be expensive to maintain; while con-

struction of a new facility was estimated at $5.5 to $6,5 million

Most recent efforts of the Corrections Department to provide for

the needs of young inmates have included a proposal to house and

treat at least 12 youthful drug offenders at the former Shirley

Industrial School for Boys, gradually increasing the size of the

program to include approximately fifty people. The committee en-

dorses such programs and urges their speedy implementation and

expansion, as well as the development of similar rehabilitative
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environments. While recognizing the need for austerity in bud-

getary considerations, the committee feels that establishment of

an adequate youthful and first offender facility must be given

high priority by the Corrections Department and should move as

quickly as possible from the planning to the operating stage.

Drug-Dependent Inmates

□>~nChe committee finds the use of drugs by individuals habituated

or addicted to them prior to incarceration, and by individuals

who become drug-dependent during their incarceration, to be an

extremely serious and pervasive problem in the corrections sys-

tem. Testimony has provided estimates ranging as high as seventy

percent of inmates who have been sentenced for drug-related crimes

Prison shakedowns produce needles, assorted injectable drugs, drug

in pill form, many forms of marijuana, and so on; requests are

made repeatedly at medical stations for tranquilizers, pain-

killing drugs, and a whole range of amphetamines; and visitors

are found participating in passing drugs from mouth to mouth with

inmates and bringing them into corrections facilities taped to

their bodies. Indeed, it has been said that the inmate has access

to more types of drugs in greater quantities while living within

the confines of correctional facilities than he would outside

them.

Several views have been offered for dealing with the inmate who

associates himself with drugs. One suggests that such individualI
"be allowed to live within the general inmate population: those

who have been convicted for drug-related offenses but are not
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addicted themselves would not require special medical treat-

ment, while those who are addicted would be eligible for exten-

sive medical care in the general corrections facility. The

benefits to such an approach would result presumably from an in-

creased ability on the part of the inmate to live within and ad-

just to his "community"; although there would remain the draw-

back of keeping an individual undergoing treatment within a fa-

cility where contraband drugs could become available to him. A

second view suggests that drug-dependent inmates be directed to

M.C.I, Bridgewater, where an addiction center is already in ex-

istence. This unit does offer many effective services for drug-

dependent individuals; however, given the large number of such

individuals who are currently housed within facilities of the

Corrections Department, the committee feels that Bridgewater

could not accomodate these adequately, with its current size

and resources. Given the difficulties generated by maintaining

drug-dependent inmates within the general population, and the

virtual impossibility of treating all these individuals at M„C.X

Bridgewater, the committee must conclude that a separate and

distinct facility must be established for the rehabilitation

and treatment of drug addicts. Not only must these inmates be

placed in environments where they may receive proper medical

care and correlative social services, but they must be separated

from the general population in an effort to protect the larger

group, as well. Norfolk County District Attorney George Burke

indicated to the committee that drug addicts living in the

general population increase the security risks and may cause
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other inmates to become drug-dependent.

For these reasons, the committee strongly supports the creation

of a facility which will offer intensive medical care and a

variety of social services oriented toward the particular needs

of drug-dependent inmates. The Corrections Department, as

mentioned earlier, has instituted a model Narcotic Addict Re-

habilitation Program for youthful offenders; the drug program

has been implemented with the assistance of a federal grant in

the amount of $86,000 and involves not only innovative treat-

ment of inmates, but special training for corrections officers.

The committee awaits a report of this program's progress and

expects that continuous efforts to review and heighten its

effectiveness will be made by the Department.

Halfway Houses

In addition to filling the rehabilitative needs of first and

youthful offenders, and drug-dependent inmates, the corrections

system must be responsive to the needs of the inmates who have

progressed in their rehabilitation to such an extent that the

nature of their confinement may be altered. This is the purpose

of the halfway house, a far reaching development in inmate re-

habilitation designed to place more responsibility upon the in-

mate for his own conduct by placing him in a less constrained

institutional setting,, The record of success of such projects

is currently somewhat limited, although the committee feels that

this may be due more to the newness rather the inadequacy of the

concept.
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The Commissioner has indicated that the Corrections Department

offers its full cooperation to communities which express an in-

terest in participating in projects of this type. Four communi-

ties currently host such facilities, including Boston State Hos-

pital in Mattapan, Brooke House in Boston's South End, the Peace-

ful Movement Committee Center in Cambridge, and the Roxbury Multi-

Service Center in Roxbury, and at least four more are due to open

before the fall of 1973. Mr. Scott Armstrong, Deputy Director of

"Massachusetts Halfway Houses", has informed the committee that

recidivism in halfway houses has been cut from 68% to 29% after

two years of release. He further indicated that there is a great

reduction in the costs of inmate rehabilitation: such costs for

one inmate in the present system are estimated at $40,625, while

imilar care in the halfway house is estimated at $1,500

The committee encourages the establishment of facilities which

offer the dual benefits of effective rehabilitation and financial

economy to the Commonwealth. The location of such facilities witl

in communities is said to expedite the reintegration of the inmate

into society. The committee further notes that eventually there

may be an arrangement whereby the inmates occupying such facili-

ties will do so under contractual terms, agreed upon by an inmate

and the Corrections Department -- the achievement of certain pre-

determined behavioral, social, and vocational goals would be the

grounds upon which parole would be granted. The committee favors

the exploration and testing of such alternatives to conventional

internment and strongly supports concepts which promote the speed}

return to society of inmates who demonstrate their rehabilitation
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The committee is also aware that offenders who demonstrate their

capacity to handle less.limiting environments can be sent at the

present time to one of the forestry camps operated by the Common-

wealth. The committee encourages the Department of Corrections to

consider increasing the use of these forestry camps wherever it

would benefit the rehabilitative progress of the inmate and perha]

as an intermediate step for the inmate who does not need the re-

striction of a security prison, but is not yet ready to adapt to

the half-way house form of residence.
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Maintaining discipline and ensuring safety must be para-

mount considerations in environments such as those of the

corrections system,where the pressures of group living, de-

privation of certain freedoms, imposition of routine, and a

wide mixture of personality types and behavioral tendencies

combine to create a potential if not actual atmosphere of ten-

sion and frustration. The committee has directed its attention

to many aspects of rehabilitation -- employment, education,

medical treatment, and so on -- but also has found it necessary

to consider those factors, discipline and safety, which are

essential to the continuity of re labilitative services. Such

, flexible good- Lime, pa-

this regard, all seeking to

good behavior in the institu-

matters as segregation,"shakedown

roles, and pardon are critical in

promote in various ways order and

tions.

Adjustment Center

The committee feels that the "adjustment center", referred to in

its earlier form as a segregation unit performs a number of ne-

cessary and important functions in the correctional system. Sucl

a center ideally constitutes a separate facility where intensive

psychiatric care and counseling are available in a situation im-

posing disciplinary constraints on an inmate's behavior, chiefly

for his own protection and well-being. A facility of this nature

serves several purposes, including deterrence of gross misbehavic

- 41 -



intensive individualized care, safety of the general population

.s well as the inmate involved, and preservation of order. By

.eparating an inmate from the larger population, an adjustment

;enter imposes a certain degree of isolation on him, thereby pre

venting him from keeping abreast of current institutional events

and participating in the normal, day-to-day activities of the gen

population; such isolation is typically viewed as a hardship
*

and therefore the possibility of having it imposed may serve as

a deterrent to persistent and violent misbehavior. Where such

deterrence is ineffectual, and serious misbehavior occurs, the

inmate involved would be transferred to an adjustment center

to be afforded psychiatric evaluation and care, counselling and

other social services in an effort to promote his rehabilitation

and better equip him for living more freely within the larger

population. Finally, since inmates may be segregated for engaging

in unacceptable behavior which endangers the lives of others, the

adjustment center would constitute an area where such individuals

:ould be housed until they exhibited less hostile and agressive

tendencies

In the past, a segregation unit was maintained at M.C.I. Bridge-

water; primarily because of inadequate plumbing, this facility

was closed in February, 1972, following inspections made by the

Commissioner of Corrections and the Governor. At the unit, in-

mates were confined to separate cells for approximately twenty-

jfcthree hours in each twenty-four hour day, receiving meals

in their cells and being removed for brief, supervised excercise

or smoking periods. At the present time, between thirty
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and forty inmates are housed at M.C.I. Bridgewater, in protective

custody at their own request, in cell blocks identical to those

which previously housed so-called "incorrigibles" or "intracti-

ble individuals"(although the "p.c.'s" are not confined to their

cells during the day).

Administrative officials, corrections officers, and inmates

have expressed repeatedly the need for some facility where

extremely hostile and aggressive individuals may be detained

and treated for a period of time. Inmates who create severe

disciplinary problems or threaten the lives of others in a

medium security environment may be transferred to one which

offers maximum security, while those who are housed in a max-

imum security institution may be confined further in the segre-

gation unit at Walpole, where the specialized services of a well-

equipped adjustment center are currently unavailable. In compa-

rison to the 2% recidivism rate at the former Bridgewater segre-

gation unit, the Walpole unit also fails to serve as an effective

deterrent to continued misbehavior.

The committee believes the existence of an adjustment center

combining the security of a segregation unit with a variety of

supportive and corrective services is critical to the discipli-

nary and rehabilitative demands of the corrections system. Such

a facility would provide the option of isolation from the general

population of those inmates who manifest grossly deviant or ag-

gressive behavior, while helping them to learn or accept norms

which would facilitate their entrance into the larger community.
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Such a facility would serve both as a deterrent to serious mis-

conduct and as an aid to correcting tendencies toward such be-

havior should it occur. The committee notes that the recently ap-

pointed superintendent of M.C.I. Walpole has caused the transfer of

some nine inmates to institutions outside the bounds of the Common-

wealth within the federal penal system. The transfer of these inmate

smja.s necessary in order to remove them from an institution where they
40allegedly caused fraction within the inmate community. Upon their ap'

plication in Federal Court, two federal judges in the First District

ordered the return to Massachusetts of two inmates transferred into

the federal system (to federal prisons in Georgia and Illinois, re-

spectively) . The committee understands that the arguments upon which

this order was made have as their basis that the transfer of inmates

outside the bounds of the Commonwealth was illegal without a hearing

This action by the court only further points up the need for a de-

partmental adjustment center located within the Commonwealth as a

component of our corrections system.

lupports the establishment ofThe committee therefore strongly

departmental adjustment center - in a location selected by the Com-

missioner. The committee supports, of course, those procedures for

assignment to the adjustment center which meet all the const!tutiona

and statutory rights of the inmate.

Shakedowns

lives and property of individuals in the corrections in-

■stitutions can be safeguarded only if adequate measures are

taken to ensure that weapons and other instruments -- either make-

shift or purchased -- are not stockpiled. Frequent and rigorous

shakedowns, the use of metal detectors wherever installed, the
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ontinued employment of matrons to check female visitors, and

ocial workers, and members of other outside groups, and the sub-

titution of safety items for more typical products -- e.g. plastic

tensils for metal eating implements -- appear to be methods by which

nstitutional environments may be rendered more safe for inmates,

fficers, maintenance employees, and all others who frequent the

acilities. 'i:
%he committee believes there has been undue laxity on the part of

lany corrections officers regarding the regularity and intensity

>f institutional shakedowns. Months are allowed to pass between

>lock searches and during the long interim periods, hand-fashioned

:nives, clubs, guns, needles for the injection of drugs, and pur-

chased weapons secreted into the facilities accumulate in great

lumbers. The long intervals between shakedowns have been attributed

;o personnel shortages, but the committee feels the high priority

if maintaining institutional security demands that every effort be

nade to conduct careful searches at least once each week, if possible,

ind cursory searches on a daily basis. Recent disclosures from the

najor shakedown conducted at M.C.I. Walpole (as a result of which

hundreds of illegal weapons and drugs were uncovered) only illustrates

the committee's belief that this shakedown was long overdue and sim-

ilar shakedowns are urgently needed. Failure in the past to install

speedily metal detectors or have a female matron on duty, has created

situations where drugs, guns and ammunition could be carried into the

institutions and accumulated, as the Elliot incident tragically under-

scores. The committee supports use of these safeguards on a regular W
basis in the future. Further, the committee encourages the Department

to study the possibility of replacing potentially dangerous items with

products less conducive to conversion into lethal weapons. The com-

mittee expects that every effort will be made by the Department
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to evaluate continuously facilities and items which may con-

stitute unsafe factors or potential hazards. Indeed, the com-

mittee expects that every consideration will be given to control-

ling and reducing the current rate of weapons production and

accumulation in corrections institutions.

Parole

4j(|'he membership of the parole board has recently undergone alter-

ation as a result of statutory changes in this area. Chapter 994

of the Acts of 1971 both expanded the number of individuals com-

prising the board and established more rigorous qualifications for

membership. Earlier provisions relative to qualifications were

comparatively vague: no guidleines existed for selection of qual-

ified applicants, and no committee responsible for selection ex-

isted either. Chapter 994 sought to reduce this uncertainty by est-

ablishing a selection committee (whose choices of candidates for

vacancies on the parole board remain subject to final approval

by the Governor) with authority to review applicants upon the

basis of their training and experience in fields such as probation,

law, law enforcement, psychology, sociology, social work, and so

on. The committee notes that members recently appointed have back-

grounds in several of these areas and expects that continuous ef-

forts will be made to select individuals capable of high-level per-

formance in consonance with legislative intent, for appointment

to the parole board.

relative to Section 133 of Chapter 127 of the General Laws
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:;he so-called "two-thirds parole" law -- has generated much con-

cern as well as confusion in recent years. The law in its present

form allows the Commissioner of Corrections to recommend parole

for any inmate (excluding those convicted of sex or violent crimes)

vho has served two-thirds of his minimum sentence. He also has

Authority, however, to recommend offenders for parole after only

ane-third of their sentence has elapsed. Former commissioners eithe

lid not have or failed to use this option, accomplished with

the use of administrative discretion;while the present commissioner
i

has availed himself of such opportunities to review inmates' be-

havior and permit them to come before the parole board within short-

er periods of time than would be allowed under the generally prev-

alent two-thirds procedure.

The General Court has been hesitant in the past few years to make

further changes in existing statutes pertaining to parole regulatioi

since administrative procedures are currently available to accom-

bdate cases in which parole is merited following completion of one

third of a minimum sentence. The committee concludes, therefore,

that legislative change is not necessary to establish parole elig-

ibility on a "one-third" basis;the committee remains open to con-

siderations of such revision, however, should this administrative

option be overlooked or neglected, or should it prove to be unduly

cumbersome in terms of the departmental workload. The development

of such factors could necessitate that existing statutes be re-

examined and revised.

Parole has become an important factor in reducing the populations
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of corrections institutions: in 1971, nine hundred inmates were

paroled, and in 1972 the number of inmates paroled was estimated

at thirteen hundred. The possibility of being granted parole, how-

ever, does not reach every inmate. A small percentage of apparently

intransigent inmates with long records of misconduct followed by

disciplinary action are ineligible to come before a parole board

hence may be released (upon completion of their entire sentence)

benefit of any post-release parole supervision. The com-

mittee recommends that all individuals who complete sentences with-

out occasion for parole supervision be eligible for job assistance

and other supportive services which parole supervision otherwise

would have made available, "lifers" constitute a second group of

individuals ineligible to have their records reviewed by a parole

board. Inmates have repeatedly indicated to this committee that sen-

tences of life imprisonment frequently lead to the development of

negative attitudes toward rehabilitation and respect for institution

discipline, since they have no hope of returning to society on

parole. The committee has not considered questions relative to re-

vision of the criminal law of the Commonwealth but feels reform in

matters of life imprisonment (incurred for crimes which are freq-

uently motivated by passion, rather than psychopathic criminal de-

viance) may be worthy of future study.

The McKay Commission on Restructuring the New York State Prison

System has recommended that clear standards be established for de-

nial or granting of parole, and that explanations of parole denial

i"be furnished inmates. The committee feels current standards for

granting parole in Massachusetts are not arbitrary, and expects

that efforts will be made to explain action in those cases where
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irole is denied. Inmates have suggested the additional reform

mat members of the community to which an inmate is expected to

eturn be allowed to testify before the parole board in order to

Lve their opinions of the inmate's respective rehabilitative prog-

ass. The committee favors procedures which help establish a clear

nage or evaluation of an inmate's behavior, but does not feel

rat community opinion would be sufficiently free, in the majority

f cases, of strong prejudices; acute discrepancies, for example,

auld tend to exist between opinions offered by relatives and friend

f the inmate, and those offered by relatives and friends of the

ictim, where the crime was perpetrated upon another person.

irdon

ardon from a criminal record or pardon involving commutation of

entence is obtained through application to the Executive Council,

he committee has received testimony, however, that this avenue to

ull re-integration of the ex-offender into society has been sub-

ected to unfair financial and political manipulation. Without being

n a position to substantiate or verify such allegations, the commit

uggests that a Board of Pardon be created to review regularly the
i
ecords of inmates released and evaluate their behavior and progress

n conjunction with the Parole Board. The establishment of such a

roup could eliminate the possibility that private pressure may in-

luence decision-making relative to pardons. The committee would ex-

■ect that a duly constituted Board would infuse this aspect of

orrections with a higher degree of neutrality than may exist at

resent in the Executive Council.

ood Time

he committee has heard suggestions from corrections officials, cor
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rections officers and inmates that some form of "flexible good

time" should be available to inmates who complete high school equiv-

alency courses, other educational or vocational training Sequences,

provide services to our state hospitals or perform satisfactorily in

various job-tasks he is assigned in a prison industry or in extra-

institutional work-release programs. The statutes that govern good-

t4#s deductions at present are limited both in the amount of the de14ajpb-ons possible and the range of activities such deductions are

awarded for. Good-time deductions are given for "observing all the

rules of his place of confinement" and behavior which has not merited

any disciplinary action by the administration; they are available to

all offenders who are incarcerated for more than 4 months in a cor-

rections institution. Depending on the length of the offender's com'

raitment, the deductions awarded for 3od behavior range from 2 and

half to 12 and a half days a month and these deductions are simplj,

subtracted from the maximum sentem e the offender must serve. Ad-

ditional good-time deductions are allowed the inmate for blood

donation (5 days for each pint of blood the inmate donates) but he

or she is limited to one such donation every eight weeks. Good-time

deductions given for blood donations cannot be forefeited by sub-

sequent misbehavior by the inmate, but those given for good behavior

can be partially or fully forfeited if the Commissioner of Correction

the County Commissioners or the Penal Commissioner of Boston decide

this punishment is merited. Deductions for good time are not available

at all to persons incarcerated for commission of a sex crime

committee recommends that the ;uperintendent of the correction
in

rnstitutions/which the offender resides, be given the authority to

award additional good-time deductions for behavior or achievements
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on the part of the inmate which is meritorious. These additional

deductions from the inmate's sentence should be non-forfeitable.

Since good-time deductions now and these additional deductions,

instituted, also act to reduce the minimum sentence the offender

must serve in order to be eligible for parole, the committee be-

lieves this procedure would serve

inmate to make his incarceration .

rather than approving the present

to encourage mere time-serving.

as a positive incentive to the

a personally rewarding experien

practice which on its face see:
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IV. EDUCATION

It is apparent to the committee that there are large number

of individuals within the inmate population who desire more

and better education than is available at the present time. Few

inmates take advantage of existing educational opportunitie

students constitute as little as ten percent of the overall pop-

potentially interested studentsulation at times; but figures for

been estimated as high as 80 to 90 percent. This gross dis

of the unsuitability or ineffec-parity must serve as an indicate r

tiveness of current educational programs in meeting the needs and

interests of inmates. The committee is aware that educational lev

els of individuals upon entry into the corrections system are

compararitively low; some inmates ire able to earn GED certificate

during their incarceration; others, however, are unable to avail

themselves of the benefits of j rnior high and high school subjects

because their prior formal educa ion extended only as far as the

fourth or fifth grades. The comj ittee expects that efforts will

be made by the Department to meet these lower grade level needs of

inmates. The committee feels that strong motivations exist behinc

;es and that certainly such moti-the educational requests of inma

loped through the application ofvations may be encouraged or devc

proper teaching techniques. Numerous cases of inmate self-educa

tion parallel and exceed those individuals outside the correcf

tions system. In recently instit ted computer training course

inmates have responded so well that they have been able to serve

teachers for others enrolled in the program -- with higher



learning successes than those of civilian teachers employed in

similar positions. The committee notes that education has been as-

signed a low priority in the Department's budget (only one percent

is spent on education while far higher amounts are devoted to this

item in other states);concomitantly, coordination and goal setting

for educational programs have been indefinite or lacking altogether.

The committee urges that consideration be given continuously by

Department to improving existing educational programs. The committdP^
does not believe that such improvements, even if extensive, will nec

essarily be at high cost to the Commonwealth. Indeed, the state may

be able to profit directly from such changes: computer-trained in-

mates, for example, could be employed to carry out state projects

which require extensive computations and programming. This was re-

pole, where the work of inmates saved

vate costs competing for the same

cently accomplished at M.C.I. Wa

te costs competing for thethe commonwealth $BO,OOO over pri

job. Future student-teachers from

complete some of their requisite

ilities; under such a system, the

tate colleges could be allowed to

training within correctional fac-

lucational programs to the■OS

state would not be increased while inmate educational opportunities

would be expanded. The committee believes that many current programs

lack relevance to the inmate's future vocational needs and seeks im-

provements in this regard, as well as in general education. In both

areas, it would be an abdication of the Department's statutory and i

plied responsibility for inmate rehabilitation to leave initiative

to "self-starters". The committee feels that encouragement and induce

t must be incorporated into educational programs--those within i

stitutions and those beyond their confines; that vast improvements

must be made in corrections libraries; and that consideration should
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conceptbe given to the

Educational Programs

Many inmates find the range and depth of educational programs av-

ailable to them limited and their content occasionally irrelevant.

Inmates have expressed the opinion, however, that even existing

ig the boredom of institutionalmay be helpful in alleviatin<

particularly for so-called "li. fers". The committee agrees that

many respects. No adult education
educational programs are lacking in

mows of only one course which iscourses are offered. The committee 1

mg inmates seeking to learn thetaught in Spanish for Spanish-speak.

English language;yet there are approximately twenty-five Spanish-

speaking inmates at MX.I. Walpole, seventy at M.C.X. Norfolk and

seventy-five at M.C.I. Concord

The Department of Education has cooperated with the Department of

Correction in providing academic courses for inmates. Teachers and

principals have assisted in the instruction of inmates, and effor

offerings to include both elem-
have been made to structure course

The Department of Education hasentary and secondary school program

available to the inmate. However,also made correspondance course

.vailable simultaneously within the
all courses and programs are no

not within any one institution. The
corrections system and certainly

committee has found little to indicate that innovative educational

programs have been blocked or impeded intentionally by administrative

officials, although charges of bureaucratic intransigence and an over

Ifcundance of concern for security have been made. Some institutions

do not allow individuals to take advantage of certain educational prc

grams unless they are within eighteen months of parole eligibility

offered due to a lack of funds orOther programs evidently cannot be
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lack of teachers, or both.

lass attendance is generally irregular, a problem compounded by cro

ressures upon the inmate's time. Frequently hours must be devoted

to job assignments; such employment, in addition to preventing the in-

te from devoting fuller attention to school work, may also prevent

him from seeing an educational cou

who could assist him in structurin'

iellor (employed during the day),
a personalized educational progJl3

Even inmates who have visited such counsellors, however, subsequently
.ting was inadequate and little

received in the institution to

before the committee that, esp-

lave expressed their views that tes

effort was made to relate education

:uture work. Some inmates testified

acially in courses aiming toward th

been known to supply answers to exai

produce certain quotas of graduates

adequacies and practices render tho:

ingless and unrelated to challenges

GED certificate, teachers have

ination questions in order to

The committee feels such in-

-2 programs which do exist mean-

cosed outside the confines of

the institutions. The committee deplores the general lack of quality
education for the offender and expects that consideration will be

given by the Department to increasing courses and staff. The committee
suggests that educational counsellors be available during evening

lours to assist inmates in planning

conflicting demands upon their time

Ible corrections routine which will

terest in studies to pursue such ac

ruption.

course schedules and overcoming

The committee seeks a more flex-

allow inmates who express an in-

tivities without constant inter-

f
3oth private industry and independant volunteers have made valuable

contributions to inmate educational programs. Private industry has

lemonstrated its concern in numerous instances through direct con-
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tributions of equipment and personnel. Honeywell, Inc., has donated

a modern computer system to M.C.I. Walpole, where inmates consequent!

have been able to avail themselves of training in computer technology

1.8.M., Inc,, has donated typewriters and other business machines to

M.C.I. Framingham, where instruction in such office skills is of-

fered. The committee expresses its enthusiasm and appreciation for

■*aioh voluntary assistance to the Commonwealth and hopes that other
£
'industries will adopt similar practices; such donations incur min-

imal costs to companies involved, particularly in comparison to the

great benefits which may be derived from them. Concurrently, vol-

unteers from local school districts and surrounding communities hav

supplemented program offerings available to the inmate. A course in

draftsmanship is currently taught at M.C.I. Concord, for example,

five nights a week on a volunteer b.

Raytheon Company (which donated the

isis by engineers employed by the

equipment necessary for teaching

sses its concern, however, in re-

and photography instruction also

such a course). The committee expre

lation to the draftsmanship course

offered at M.C.I. Concord, for the

obstructive administrative red tape

onsiderable and occasionally

and security procedures which

must be undergone by instructors before classes may be held.

The Commissioner has expressed his concern to the committee for ed'

ucational programs which teach, train and motivate; the present

status of such programs, however, is one of administrative frag-

mentation existing within an environment which renders quiet study

jjdrtually impossible, while standards and opportunities vary widely

‘from one institution to another. The committee urges the Department

to intensify its efforts in this rei

ersify fundamental course offerings

ard, in order to expand and di

and assist each interested in-



mate, whatever the level of his educational background may be. The

committee recommends that needs for elementary education be de-

termined throughout the correctional system and immediate efforts

be made to meet these requirements. As suggested above, the com-

mittee strongly recommends that consideration be given to the use

of student teachers from state colleges in filling staff needs; pro-

cedures which impede the instruction of worthwhile courses

by volunteers must be minimized, within the context of maintaining

institutional security.

Section 13 of Chapter 777 of the Acts of 1972 allows inmates to

seek education unavailable within

vided they are approaching parole

desired would serve a significant

the corrections institutions, pro-

eligibility, and the education

rehabilitative purpose. The com-

mittee understands that commun. enthusiasm for inmates seeking to

; may not be great. The committeeattend classes in local facilitie

feels, however, that such attendance is essentially comparable to

the furlough concept, and adequate methods for maintaining attendance

records could be devised to record the nature of the inmate's ac-

tivities. The committee endorses such directions in corrections ed-

ucational reform, and awaits program evaluations which give some

indication of the nature of community feeling and reception of

student inmates.

Libraries

The committee feels that general upgrading and expansion of educ- j
ational programs in corrections facilities must be accompanied by

similar attention to libraries in order that inmates will have book

11 as an area con-for reference, research and entertainment,
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Librarie in correctionstudy and concentrationiucive to quiet

institutions presently subscribe to few magazines and periodical

Df interest and exhibit a paucity of newer titles and "best-sell

inmate. Several inmateswhich could prove attractive to ti Ie

.bsence of an updated and complexpressed their concern over the

on basic legal subjects in theset of law books, as well as volume

libraries. Such materials would appear to be essential for those in

seeking to inform themselves 3n aspects of legal proceedin'

group of inmates on the Legal Com-in which they may be involved. A

net with library personnel at themittee at M.C.I. Norfolk recentlj

their requests for a "legalinstitution in an attempt to expr e

that little response to thlibrary";the committee understanc

quests has been forthcoming.

The low priority assigned to improvement of library facilities i

instraints; the committee feellargely due to severe budgetary

however, that some effort should be made to alleviate th cit

;uggests that some form of publof reading material. The committee

lative to the need for books iappeal be made by the Department r

citizens commonly donate wholecorrections institutions; private

;es or charitable organizationsrthycollections of boi i

t local auctions and sales. Thr offer them for negligible pri ;e

committee feels that efforts made to collect books at least partly

through donations, sales and auctions, could result in great fin-

the commonwealth, as well as benefit those memberancial savinc

opportunities to read for purposeof the inmate population who seek1
.W research or entertainment. The ommittee feels that response frc

in forthcoming, if proper ad-the general public would not be slo

.8
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vertisement and explanation of the need were given in this area by

the Department. Consideration in such an undertaking would have to

be given, of course, to the setting of criteria for types of liter-

ature sought, in order that corrections libraries would be expanded

with newer materials of interest to the inmates, rather than dup-

licates of unpopular or outdated titles. The committee recommends,

in addition to projects such as that suggested above, that efforts .

be made by the Department to provide for improvement of institutional
ibraries within the regular budget.

Department of Correction School District

The committee has heard of no substantial opposition to proposals

for a Department of Correction School District; The Department of

Education has endorsed the concept, and the committee lends its

support to further development of such proposals. A properly de-

vised corrections school district could offer extensive advantages

to the Department as a whole, as well as to the individual inmate.

Both corrections officials and inmates would be involved in ad-

ministering the district. Inmates would have opportunities to sup-

ply construction labor for classrooms, as well as furniture and item

made in facility shops. Several state agencies, in addition to the

Corrections Department, would participate in development and admin-

istration of the school district, thereby providing a new and broade

base of inputs into corrections educational programs. The committee

believes that cooperation between state agencies to achieve such a

wider variety of inputs would increase the likelihood that comp- 9

rehensive and stimulating educational programs could be established

for both officers and inmates. Instructors hesitant in the past to
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participate in corrections programs could be attracted if teaching

positions were organized within a regular school district structure.

The school district concept would necessarily lead to institution-

alization of comprehensive educational planning for all corrections

institutions, both state and county; uniform standards and equal op-

portunities for inmate education would be developed, while voc-

ational, academic and other programs would be unified under one ad-

head. The general accreditation of the school district

would offer the additional advantage of making it possible for fed-

eral aid to be granted and applied (in an amount as high as one mil-

lion dollars, from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare)
to the Corrections Department's educational budget.

Several states--Texas, Illinois and Connecticut--h, lave established

corrections school districts which

cess. Testimony before the committ

tween corrections facilities and c

utions, such as the University of 1
ional Community Colleges, already

apparently are meeting with suc-

= has indicated that linkages be

ertain srate educational instit

Massachusetts and the Board of Reg-

exist. The committee feels that

such efforts to promote inmate educational opportunities would be

strengthened through the establishment of a separate school district

for the corrections department and recommends that every consideratio

be given to achieving such a system of rational planning and goal

setting in inmate education.

I
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V WORK

The committee finds the existing opportunities and conditions

of employment within the corrections system unsatisfactory. In-

dustries within the institutions and those beyond the confines

of corrections facilities (work-release) as well as wages and job

placement require vast improvement, with particular attention givei--

to modernizing and increasing the range of opportunities availabl^
The committee seeks the establishment of types and conditions of

employment which resemble comparable factors prevailing in the

wider community, in an effort to promote the inmate's reintegration

through occupational potential and experience.

Industries Within Corrections Institutions

Inmates, ex-inmates, and representatives of interested groups

have repeatedly suggested to the committee that initiatives be

taken by the Department to establish training sequences and in-

dustries within the corrections institutions which conform more

closely with the outside job market. Electronics, refrigeration ,

air conditioning, television repair, hairdressing, and computer

technology are among the areas that have been mentioned. The com-

mittee strongly supports the institution of such relevant employ-

ment programs and points out that Chapter 777 of the Acts of 1972

has given the Department discretion to proceed in these directions

Inmates have traditionally produced goods and services which were , .

of benefit to the state or local communities, well-known examples t

of this being the production of license plates and state and local
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flags. Inmates have also manufactured furniture, concrete pipes,

and dog identification tags, and have been employed in the main-

tenance of institutional premises. Efforts have been made, however

to establish industries aiming to prepare inmates for jobs outside

corrections facilities; such industries and training programs cur-

rently include oil burner repair, sewage treatment, warehousing

( *ork lift school), welding, typing, bookkeeping, speedwriting, dat4processing, computer programming, upholstery, drafting, auto re-

pair, as well as two apprenticeship training programs -- sheet

metal work and printing and bindery work. Opportunites to par-

ticipate in these activities are not evenly distributed, however,

among the institutions. The committee seeks in this regard equal

ity of opportunity as well as expanded opportunity. Additionally

the cooperation of labor unions is essential in these matters of

employment, for inmates who complete apprenticeships in corrections

institutions must be afforded opportunities upon their release for

their entrance into appropriate labor organizations in order to

use their skills profitably. The inmate union, if suitably devised,

could serve a useful purpose in encouraging apprenticeship train-

ing and thereby promoting job preparation, and higher inmate wages.

Corrections officials have agreed generally that industries

currently existing in facilities are outmoded. Inmate work slow-

downs and strikes -- not always related directly to employment

conditions but to other grievances as well -- have emphasized the

Eaed for the improvement and change in corrections industries.

P.'uor to the enactment of Chapter 777, the chief option of offi-

cials in dealing with striking or otherwise unproductive inmates
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was to confine them; additional options including the transfer of

inmates to training programs or jobs better suited to their interests
and inclinations, can be made viable under the new Act. The com-

mittee looks toward progress in this area and expects that atten- '

tion will be given by the Department to dispelling the prevalent

maxim that training received in corrections institutions prepares

one for jobs found only in such institutions. x4»
Under Section 14 of Chapter 777,

by inmates will be sold on the op

of inmate goods will be placed in

tutional budget, with some of the

dustrial operating expenses. The

of this approach will depend to a

a portion of the goods produced

an market. Profits from the sale

a separate fund in the insti-

monies used for payment of in-

committee notes that the success

great extent on the saleability

of goods produced. Such compensation could provide incentives for

the production of high-quality goods; but it also closely ties the

prosperity of corrections industries to the present unpropitious

economic climate of Massachusetts. Implementation of the new ap-

proach to corrections industries must occur in a condition of job

scarcity, as well as face a possible lack of any sizeable and con-

stant demand for goods. The approach, heavily dependent upon

prevailing economic conditions, must suffer the consequences of

stagnating or depressed periods; nonetheless, the committee supports

the development of industries which reflect the larger community

and thereby emphasize relevance and utility to the inmate.

Work Release

The corrections system traditionally has maintained some form of

I
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work-release; but such programs have operated only in those

facilities where work-release inmates can be separated from others,

and where sufficient staff and means of transportation are avail-

able to take inmates to their individual assignments. Corrections

officials have expressed their concern for extra security pre-

cautions necessary to prevent contraband from being smuggled into

institutions by work-release inmates, and for budgetary constraints

rJSt expanding such programs. Currently county facilities in Hampden

Hampshire, Middlesex, Norfolk, Plymouth and Suffolk counties main-

tain work-release, limited in each case to ten or twelve individual

State institutions apparently have fewer problems than county in-

stitutions with such programs possibly because inmates are con-

fined to them for longer periods of time, lending more stability

to these types of employment situations; M.C.I. Framingham, for

example, has placed its inmates in community waitress positions

for many years with few ensuing problems.

Sections 12 and 13 of Chapter 777 allow all inmates except sex and

violent offenders (who need further approval) to take advantage

of existing work-release opportunities. Currently this is the only

means by which an inmate may earn a minimum wage -- he must be

paid the same amount that civilian employees doing comparable work

are paid. Conditions of participation in such programs include ap-

proval by the superintendent of the institution and the overseer

;ommittee (on which corrections officers are represented), and being

Mihin eighteen months of parole eligibilit

An evaluation of the work-release program at M.C.I, Concord indicat



that offenders having histories of violating discipline at the in-
stitution or having thirteen or more arrests on their records do not
derive much benefit from these extra—facility work programs. The

study further indicates that married inmates and those who have

worked twelve months or more prior to incarceration benefit most
from the program. The study, though limited in scope, provides

some suggestions for criteria to be used in selecting inmates for ...

the participation in work-release. It is apparent to the committed''
that careful excercise of discretion must direct such selection,
particularly in view of the expense of such programs for staffing,
as well as making arrangements with industries and businesses under-

taking to employ inmates. Nonetheless, the committee urges that furth

consideration be given to such programs, in an effort to meet and dev

elop the job potential of those individuals who demonstrate suf

ficient capacity and responsibility to handle this type of activity

Wage

Wages earned by inmates who work within corrections institutions va

--generally from 25 to 50 cents per iy—according to the complexit

onal average for inmate comp-and difficulty of employment. The n,

ensation varies from 10 to 65 cents per day (at least six st

nothing while others pay up to $1 ))o Inmates in no state receive

ans institutions equivalent toor work done within correcti

those required for civilians under the Federal Minimum Wage La

The significantly low rate of compensation attached to inmate labor

results from an industrial system which produces goods difficult tW
;ell on a large scale on the open market. This has resulted chiefl
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Drotoly requiring inmatesfrom statutory guidelines forme.

naterials for which there was only a state or local demand.

Suggestions have been offered at the national level to eliminate

hese older industries altogether and instead allow private manu-

ier thi,he work of inmate:urers to maintain and direc

tablish branch shops within;em, private industries could e
regions institutions and pay inmate employees minimum wages for

ts?'r labor -- perhaps higher amounts, depending upon the nature

ttee urges the Department to estaof the work involved. The com]

lish at least apprenticeship training programs in which inmate

iose which civilian apprenticewould receive wages equal

ceive in comparable tradi

.cribed above are, of course, highthose deInnovation

inditions and hence subject tcdependent on the outside market c

The effectiveness of employmenttuations of the general econoi iy

in the absence of a healthy eoarograms could be reduced sharp ■y

Commissioner is statutorily renomic climate. Nonetheless, the

sponsible for setting inmate compensation according to the pro-

fitability of corrections industries, under Section 48A c
127 of the General Laws (which states that he is to establish a

•mpensaiion "to be paid inmates in accordancegraduated scale

The committee expects that withwith their skill and industry11 ) .

and 14 of Chapter 777 of the Acthe implementation of Section 13

of 1972, the profitability of corrections industries will increa

a are made to produce goods saleable on the open market.

Tits will permit the Commissioner to raise inmate wages according

Chapte
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The committee feels that low rates of inmate compensation offer lit-

tle incentive for productivity and fail to assist in the development

of attitudes of financial responsibility. The view has been expressed

that increases in inmate compensation must be undertaken cautiously dul
to the violence which may result from attempts to collect debts incur-

red by and among inmates. The committee would hope that inmates who re-

ceive more substantial wages would have special accounts establish^'
/£>

in their names, in order that portions of earnings could be saved aut-

omatically for future use while certain amounts could be contributed

to the maintenance of inmates' families currently receiving forms of we]

fare assistance. Also, such funds perhaps could be used to reimburse th<

Department for damages arising out of riot activity, where applicable.

The committee feels strongly that failing to afford the inmate an op-

portunity to organize and provide for his economic well-being (and that

of his family, should he have one) is a major drawback of existing comp-

ensation levels. The committee therefore urges the Department to dev-

elop policies in this area which will afford the individual far greater

latitude and opportunity than currently exists, in the establishment

of a degree of financial security.

Job Placement

It is apparent to the committee that both labor and management

generally express an attitude of hesitancy toward employment

of former inmates, traditionally characterized as unproductive

and lacking training sold motivation. Additional concerns are re-

lated to the possible reluctance of other employees to work with

inmates and to problems of security. The committee urges private
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industry to cooperate with new public policy directions and sug-

gests that legislative consideration be given to concepts such as

corporate income tax deductions for the hiring of the ex-offender,

in an effort to encourage such cooperation. Similar deductions

could be allowed industries which donate equipment for inmate job

training within corrections institutions. The committee feels

strongly that ex-offenders possessing job skills and experience

(smld be given opportunities equal to those of other workers on

the market. Such equal opportunity indeed may necessitate that

criminal records of inmates be expunged after a certain period of

time has elapsed.

In order to promote the preparation of the inmate for his reentry

to the job market, employment and industry within corrections in-

stitutions must be coordinated with outside conditions. The com-

mittee suggests in this regard that the Department of Corrections

consult with the Department of Commerce and Development in an ef-

fort to ascertain which training sequences would be of greatest

value to the inmate in terms of future employment. Similar con-

sultations should be undertaken with representatives of pertinent

private industries. The committee understands that private in-

dustry operates under various economic contraints; and its dona-

tions of equipment, personnel, expertise and perhaps understand-

ing are circumscribed by economic considerations. The committee

agrees that such interests are valid: industry, like government,

has constituencies which must be satisfied , and efforts to assist

le inmate apparently must operate within this framework. None-

theless, the committee strongly encourages such attitudinal chan-



ges as will bring about greater cooperation between industry and

government in the matter of eliminating employment discrimination
which the inmate traditionally has had to combat alone. The

Department of Corrections cannot succeed in its endeavors to in
stitute job placement programs without community support. It m,

be able to provide an influx to the job market of responsible

and skilled individuals; but such responsibility and skill in-
evitably will remain untested and unproven in an atmosphere of W1
hostility toward the ex-offender

I
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VI. MEDICINE

It is apparent to the committee that vast improvements in the

quality and delivery of medical services are urgently needed in

Massachusetts corrections institutions. The numbers of stabbini

past months have been greaterand slayings that have occurred in

than figures for any similar period in recent years. Per capita

expenditures for inmate health needs, as reported by the

Medical Advisory Committee to the Commissioner of Corrections and

the Secretary of Human Services (December, 1971), vary widely amon'

institutions; and budgetary alio. ations in these areas have been

4 hour medical care is criticallyconsistently low. Some form of

needed to handle emergency healtl situations ranging from knif

wounds and drug overdoses to indu trial accidents. Accumulated

deficiencies in health care have become linked to feelings of gross

insecurity among both inmates and corrections officers and have giv

en rise to rumors of disparity in the treatment of officers and

Indeed, health care in the insti-inmates in emergency situations

tutions has become, to paraphrase the Medical Advisory Committee,

difficult to term "medical"

The critical condition of medical services was dramatized this fall

by the near loss of accreditation by the M.C.I. Norfolk Hospital.

The hospital director was notified on August 21, 1972, that his fa-

cility would be inspected by the ;creditation committee on October

2j| 1972. In preparation for their

idertaken of the hospital's basic

visit, a drastic overhaul was

administrative structure, equip-

with the assistance of somement, supply levels, and premise 9
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budgetary and procedural relaxation by the Department. Fortunately

the hospital retained its accreditation. Had this been lost, a

medical crisis undoubtedly would have existed, with the Commonwealth

having no other recourse than to purchase costly outside medical

services and to transfer inmates in need of health care to less secure
institutions beyond the confines of M.C.I. Norfolk.

Xhe Medical Advisory Committee's report described the ideal level

of medical care in the corrections system as one which manages to

"detect and repair existing defects, maintain a high level of health

during incarceration, and insofar as possible, prepare, the convicted

offender to cope in a normal manner with society when he returns to

it". Recently the Department has responded somewhat to the Committee's

recommendations; and this committee strongly endorses all administrative

efforts to bring the ideal described above closer to reality.

Equipment and Supplies

There are great disparities among state corrections institutions in

the availability of modern medical equipment and ordinary medical

supplies. M.C.I. Framingham and M.C.I. Norfolk appear to be far

superior in these regards to other facilities. Inadequate storage of

drugs, particularly mood altering types, occurs in certain institutions

and leads to increases in health and security risks, particularly as in-

mates accumulate and bargain with such materials. Shortage, as well as

misuse of supplies and equipment is an overriding concern, making it dif

ficult to maintain adequate staff levels as personnel refuse to work it

sub-standard facilities. Large items such as ambulances are also lac^"
ing none are attached to any of the corrections institutions,
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or to M.CoI. Norfolk Hospital so that outside transportation

sources must be relied upon in emergencies. In an environment

where emergencies frequently occur, it would appear that such de-

ficiencies could seriously impede the rapid delivery of medical

care.

A lack of human blood supplies constitutes an additional critical
A,

in corrections facilities, particularly in view of the high

incidence of violence resulting in serious blood loss to inmates

and officers. An increase in the number of cases of infectious he-

patitis has demanded a modification, and in some instances curtail-

ment of former procedures for getting blood donations from inmates

and officers. This problem not only denies non-infected prisoners

the option of donating blood for good time deductions, but also in-

volves an expenditure of $l5 a pint for commercial blood, as this

is needed. Realizing the necessity for strict medical safeguards

against the danger of hepatitis infection, the committee supports

the reinstitution of blood donations by the inmates to increase the

supply of plasma products which can be secured from such blood.

This will offer some emergency protection to both inmates and offi-

cers, as well as revive the statutory benefits relative to good

time deductions.

Procedures and Premises

Differences between civilian and corrections medical care are em-

phasized by great discrepancies in the comparative adequacy of

general premises and procedures. No physicians are available to

make daily ward rounds in corrections health units; inmates seeking



to consult a doctor must wait in long lines (averaging, for

example, 223 inmates at M.C.I. Norfolk daily) to receive only a

few minutes of cursory diagnosis, while inmates in isolation units
have even fewer opportunities to see a physician. Indeed, actual
care may be more custodial than medical, constituting upon entry
sort of security search rather than a genuine attempt at analysis
and diagnosis. The report of the Medical Advisory Committee indi-JR
cates a general inadequacy in the maintenance of medical records:

"Psychiatric histories are not r outinely included in the medical

record. Histories of drug and Icohol use are not taken. NeurO'

logic examinations are apparentl ■uperficial... Basic blood stu-
dies are not generally performed The committee feels the at
sence of a rational record keepin- system for medical histories
critically handicaps staff assigned to deliver health care. A fur-

ther lack of accurate, centralized udgetary record keeping renders

it impossible for medical admini tr ators to economically structure

and devise health programs. The nmittee looks toward progrescoi

in the procedural areas with the ient initiation of the Modelre-

Prison Health project and awaits aluation of its effectivenesev,

Many of the buildings in which corrections health facilities are

located are antiquated and have recurrent sanitation problems. At

M.C.I. Norfolk Hospital, trash, po ing both fire and health hazards

been seen in stairwells. The dtuation has been described by

Walpole inmate as constituting a veritable "pig pen", which ren-

ders inmates "afraid to get sick" F iloody sheets, reeking mattres-

painting, and windows and ligh^ses, filthy rooms, walls in need of

Dulbs in need of replacement characterized so-called health unit
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andsuch conditionsXhe committee deplores Isthe existence of £

strong policy positions should be taken by the Department regarding

the allocation of resources for improving archaic medical facili-

ties. (In the case of M.C.I, Br dgewater, plans are currently be-

six million dollar state hospi-ing made for the construction of

a careful and extensive evalu-tal.) The committee expects that

by the Department, with due re-ation of medical need will be made

given to the high priority health matters, so that prograr

consideration by the Legisla-and estimates may be given serious

ture

Physician. Dentist, and Nurse Personnel

The committee finds that medical facilities suffer a critical staff

shortage which makes it impossible to provide care in both routine

and emergency situations. Staff are either lacking altogether , or

overly burdened by the sheer volume of requests for medical care

the imposition of institutionalor, in some instances, hampered by

.rity procedures. (This occured at M.C.I. Norfolk during the

summer, in which case medical help could not reach wounded and dy-

guards were not present in theing inmates and officers because

hospital area to unlock doors between the hospital and the building

Drug- and alcohol- dependent per-in which the injured were lying.)

sons mixed in with the general population create additional treat-

ment needs which consume the time of regular staff and frequently

lead to great delay in the examination of others waiting in "sick-

t
Among other problems, the committee has heard reports of medical
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personnel being paid full-time in some instances for part-time

work. The committee deplores the existence of this practice and

expects the Department to investigate and eliminate any instances

of its occurrence. Such illegitimate payment deprives inmates

of much-needed health care, and provides positive reinforcement

for the stereotypic belief that "white collar" fraud goes unchecked

and unpunished -- neither of which effects does the committee wish

to see perpetuated.

The committee notes that staff positions have been available at variou;

levels in the health care system for some time. Such positions in-
clude , among others, nursing personnel at M.C.X. Walpole, Norfolk,

and Framingham. It appears that salary schedules and employment

benefits for such personnel are outdated and noncompetitive, and

hence unattractive to the majority of professional men and women.

The nursing schedule, for example, has not been upgraded to com-

parable civilian levels for seventeen years; while the hospital

director at M.C.I. Norfolk is paid only $24,000 annually, while

comparable and perhaps far less demanding civilian positions could

offer twice this amount. Such discrepancies between corrections

and civilian pay scales perpetuate the problems of high turnover,

vacant positions, employee dissatisfaction, and poor health care.

The committee strongly recommends that medical salary schedules be

immediately upgraded by the Department to make them more consistent

with civilian monetary expectations.

The committee encourages the Department to explore staff and fa- At-

cility resources of state hospitals, in an effort to supplement
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the meager resources currently available to inmates. The com-

mittee understands that the use of private facilities may be ne-

cessary in cases where major surgery or other highly specialized

services are required. The committee supports such liasons and a-

greements, as these are formulated with due attention to the costs

of providing adequate and comprehensive health care, as well as to

•Security needs created in cases of special transfer
m
Paramedics and Volunteers

The hiring of paramedics by the Department to assist the physician

staff is an encouraging measure, particularly in view of incidents

such as a strike at M.C.I. Walpole over, among other grievances,

the unavailability of even minimal health care in an emergency.

Paramedics, however, can operate no more functionally that highly

trained medical personnel, in poor facilities with inadequate equip

ment and insufficient supplies. Nonetheless, paramedical personnel

under more optimal conditions could reduce significantly the pres-

sures upon other staff members and therefore could be of critical

importance in the day-to-day operations of health units.

The committee has been informed that a good deal of voluntary

service is provided by local medical students and personnel from

teaching hospitals, particularly at M.C.I. Norfolk Hospital. In

addition, the part-time or consultant services offered by some 35

physicians make it possible for the inmate to receive general sur-

care, oral and orthopedic surgery, anesthesia, dermatological

and opthalraological services at the Norfolk Hospital,

recently highly upgraded and reorganized under the commendable work



Richard Dellapenna, the Hospital Director,of Dr The committee

hopes this significant work will serve as a foundation and example

for a similar effort to upgrad isalth care in all the corrections

institutions. The Lemuel Shattuck Hospital has been a valuable

resource for Dr. Dellapenna's recruitment efforts. The committee

notes the invaluability of all volunteer efforts and hopes sue!

ties will be strengthened and expanded for the benefit of both

mates and prospective or young practitioners; however, the commit” 1
tee feels that budgetary allocations in this area can no longer be

neglected and expects that high priorities will be assigned to the

services of medical personnel.

Counseling

Past legislative reports on the corrections system have emphasized

the need for services of professional counselors trained in vari-

ous areas; and this committee also recommends that counseling

Existing services rely heavilystaff be increased and upgraded.

on voluntary efforts and isolat i, piecemeal responses to inmate

demands, rather than upon an overall departmental program. Conse-

assistance solely upon the basquently the inmate often receives

of what is available, rather than according to his specific needs

Apparently the Department is currently making efforts to incre

and improve counseling in the insti tutions as well as provide for

muni ttee expects that such ad-community follow-up release. The

ditional services, combined with improved classification techniques

would aim to meet the individual need of each inmate. Evidence I*
seems to indicate that regardless of the quality and quantity of
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suspect by the inmate. The committee feels much of this is caused

by the sporadic, unprogrammed efforts which are made, leading the

Jinmate to believe that his interests and needs have an exceeding-

ly low priority in the so-called "corrections" system. Such esti-corrections" system. Such esti-

lates naturally lead to mistrust, disinterest, and finally avoid-

ar ■*' A of the services themselves. The committee feels this must be

.coied through a major evaluation, professionalization and re-

distribution of counseling staff throughout the corrections system,

in an effort to complement health ce are and assist the inmate in his

reintegration into the community

Inmate Medics

The committee encourages the training and employment of inmates as

para-medics, where such inclinations are expressed. Specialized

programs to teach interested inmates various aspects of health care

L.P.N. courses, basic laboratory skills, dental hygiene, and

on could be devised for such purposes, rather than relying only

upon on-the-job training. The benefits of inmate medic programs

are at least threefold: 1) they would provide a readily available

source of medical assistance, since inmates are present at the in-

stitution for 24 hours a day; 2) they could absorb many routine

matters which currently occupy the time of professionals trained

to deliver more sophisticated health care; 3) skills taught and

experience gained would provide the inmate with a potentially

expertise upon release. (Apparently the Model Prog(Apparently the Model Program

for Improved Prison Health Care initiated in November of last year
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has been oriented toward the attainment of such objectives.)

The committee is aware of findings of the Medical Advisory Com-

mittee which indicate that inmate medics have practiced minor

surgical procedures without the supervision of a physician, and

have been partly responsible for dispensing certain medications

without proper recording procedures and authorization. Clearly

such dangers are created by the failure to train and supervise Mf
properly the work of inmate medics, and underscore the need for

structure courses of instruction. The committee is confident

that appropriate instruction and adequate professional staff would

render the inmate medic an integral componet of the health delivery

system; the committee notes that inmate medics trained at M.C.I.

Norfolk Hospital played an invaluable role as a Resident Medical

Advisory Committee during the recent accreditation controversy.

Reliance upon such assistance could significantly redude health

care delivery costs, as well as provide many inmates with meaning-

ful and dignified occupational potential upon release.

r
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The committee feels activities impinging upon the inmate's sphere

of social relationships -- whether these involve family members or

friends living outside the institution, or other inmates and cor-

rections officials within the facility -- play significant roles

in promoting his re-integration into the community, and in making

t* routines of institutional life more tolerable. The com

mittee therefore has given consideration to policies relative to

visiting, personal communications (including telephone calls and mail

delivery), and the media and outside groups; and to matters of prej-

udice and animosity based upon racial or ethnic differences.

Visiting and Furloughs

Visits and similar privileges exist chiefly to promote the main-

tenance and development of social relationships by inmates. Friends

and relatives, except those on parole or who have past criminal

records, generally are given passes for limited periods of time

and may visit institutions on a regular basis. Occasional con-

jugal visiting privileges are allowed married inmates at some in-

stitutions. It has become increasingly clear, however, that pres-

ent arrangements for the maintenance of family and friendship

ties are somewhat limited; in an effort to increase opportunities

for the development of personal ties, Chapter 777 of the Acts of

1972 contains a provision allowing furlough privileges to be granted

i£o* purposes of inmates visiting their families and friends on hol-

idays and other special occasions. During the latter part of 1972,
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inmates for the most part returned to their respective institutions
as their eleven-and-a-half hour pa ;es expired. The committee calls

attention to the legislative intent embodied in such furlough pro-

.ons which was to provide inma es an opportunity to prepare for
their ultimate release as well a to meet such pressing obligations

attendant upon family illness and deaths as may occur. Thus the la™

provides furloughs for the purpose of contacting "prospective em-i'"
ployers", to "secure a suitable residence for use upon release or
lischarge" or "for any other reason consistent with the re-integra

of the offender into the community". The committee believes the leg-

islature never intended furlough privileges be given to newly com-

mitted offenders serving lengtn> ientences and certainly not to in-

mates awaiting trial on additiona charges. In one recent instance,
in inmate with an extensive criminal record was granted a furlough
within a month of his commitment although additional charges were

still pending against him. This inmate failed to return upon ex-
piration of his furlough (granted for holiday observances) and is

still at large at this writing. The committee feels that this is an

obvious, though unusual, abuse of the furlough program and the leg-

islative intent behind the statu governing the program. This iris in-

ident arose despite the admin 1 ve safeguards mandaa

'apartment of Correction andidates. Thtrg fur

mittee suggests that the continued ■ue ram, tpf thi

istence of which tends to be jeopar ized by any failur ;es t

return (engendering strong communireturn (engendering strong community reaction), will depend largeA-,
on the judicious excercise of discretion by officials in selecting'tar
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curtailment of privileges. Norfolk County District Attorney George

Burke expressed the opinion to the committee that inmates direct

underworld operations and develop intra-, inter-, and extra-facility

connections of a criminal nature through the use of such telephone

calls. District Attorney Burke felt that such privileges, there-

fore should be severely curtailed. The committee believes that tel-

ephone calls in some cases may be the only means by which inmates t,.

JVmaintain their family and social relationships; it does not agree'^•
that unilateral restriction or severe curtailment of the privilege

would solve the problem of occasional abuse. Emergencies such as

deaths or family illness particularly necessitate that inmates have

access to speedy modes of communication. The committee does not

feel that privileges typically are denied inmates, although it

urges that greater attention be given to equalizing opportunity

for the excercise of such privileges. Security breaches must be

handled individually and upon adequate evidentiary grounds, with

proper consideration given to due process, rather than generally,

with punitive implications for the entire population.

The flow of mail in institutions also is restricted. The content

of letters and packages is examined and may be subject to censure.

Inmates repeatedly have expressed their feelings that delivery of

mail is inordinately delayed and minority-group inmates who re-

cieve mail written in languages other than English (e.g. Spanish)

experience additional delays in the receipt of mail, as corres-

pondence is translated and examined by officer-censors. Both the ..

Roscoe Pound American Trial Lawyers Foundation and the McKay Com- *

mission on Restructuring the New York State Prison System recently
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published reports advocating the abolition of censorship of mail.

The committee urges the Department to consider the viability of

such proposals in setting its own policy guidelines; and feels that

effort should be made to eliminate delays resulting from in-

efficiency or arbitrary action in the receipt of mail by inmates.

The committee understands that policy relative to communications

i to regulation by individual institutions; and expects

that efforts will be made to insure non-discriminatory application

of policy. The committee urges that corrections officers belonging

to ethnic and minority groups be hired, in order that any trans-

lation of communications which becomes necessary will be accom-

plished speedily. The committee further urges that policy relative

to communications be reviewed and re-evaluated in an effort to

determine whether privileges are adequate or may be augmented in-

crementally, with due attention to both security and equity.

Relations with Media and Outside Groups

Representatives of television and radio stations and newspapers

&ce allowed access to corrections institutions, subject to the

discretion of superintendents regarding time and place of meeting,

and numbers of individuals allowed to congregate at once. During

periods of disturbance, representatives of the news media may be

denied access to institutional premises, depending upon the extent,

duration and severity of prevailing conditions. Inmates have ex-

pressed their feeling to the committee, relative to such denial,

th. , circumstances surrounding and regulating their day-to-day ac-

tivities have not been given adequate coverage, leaving the public
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The committee does not seek a situation, of course, in which vis-

itors -- whose sincerity and clarity of purpose and intention is

evident -- are harrassed or subjected repeatedly to lengthy and

stringent entrance procedures; but expects instead that officials

will employ a measure of discretion, with consideration given to

security as well as to familiarity of visitors. Entry should not

be denied arbitrarily, but adequate protection must be afforded c

mf'both inmates and officials. The committee feels that continuous w '

re-assessment of visiting policies is necessary in order to afford

inmates opportunities to encounter a variety of forms of outside

assistance, without overlooking potentially disruptive influences

leading to breaches of security.

Racial Conflicts

The Commissioner has expressed his feeling to the committee that

conflict stemming from racial prejudice is minimal among inmates

in correctional institutions. The absence of intense racial con-

flict may be ascribed primarily to the essential commonality of

inmates' problems: adjustment to a confined life-style, experienced

by all the members of the population, creates a mutuality of int-

erest which overrides differences springing from race, ethnicity,

language, and so on. Inmates generally have concurred in this view,

indicating that while a certain amount of racial prejudice exists

within the population and may lead upon occasion to incidents of

violence, such prejudice is minimal compared to levels which exist

in outside communities.

The committee has heard testimony asserting that racial prejudice
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is harbored to a greater extent by corrections officers and ad-

ministrators than by offenders. Deferential treatment is said

to be afforded whites, while blacks and Spanish-speaking inmates

the hostility and anxiety generated by discriminatory

policies. Such discrimination is felt not only by inmates, but also

appears as non-offender blacks and whites enter institutions to con-

'd volunteer programs, teach classes or visit; disapprobation of
* '

vc._ce female visitors and teachers associating with black male

inmates constitutes one aspect of the prevalent attitudes. In ad-

dition, black offenders have expressed their fear that access to

programs for outside learning and employment will be impeded by

white correction officers on pertinent review boards.

The committee is sensitive to such fears and allegations, and although

it has examined little evidence of conflicts that may be traced di-

rectly to racial prejudice, it deplores the existence of attitudes

and routines which indicate that such prejudice exists. The committee

urges that additional black and Spanish-speaking officers and coun-

sellors be hired by the Department in an effort to augment the numbers

of individuals able to comprehend through closer identification the

problems, interests, and needs of minority group inmates. Attention

has been focused on this area in recent years, and efforts have been

made to equalize proportions of minority group inmates to minority

group officials; progress, however, has not yet been adequate to el-

iminate or ameliorate the tensions which arise from perceptions of

lagjudice.
The committee is confident that the present Commissioner will make



every effort to define and respond to any particular needs which
minority group inmates may have. The committee has heard testimony
suggesting that a number of corrections officials harbor a degree
of prejudice and resentment toward the present Commissioner, due

not only to racial difference, but also to his appointment directly
from another state, rather than from the departmental ranks. The

latter source of resentment may be the stronger one, since
ment of a commissioner from out-of-state precludes promotion to tlffl
position of officials who have worked for a large portion of their
careers within the Department. The committee has indicated earlier
that it favors promotion and advancement of career corrections of-

ficers. However, in the case of appointment by the Governor, it
feels it cannot accurately judge the thought and critical evaluation
which led to such selection. The committee feels confident the pres-
ent Commissioner possesses every qualification for the position whic
he holds and deplores the existence of any resentment or prejudice

which can tend only to exacerbate existing difficulties and tensions
within the Department. The committee expects that as the Commissione

splays his capacity to resolve such difficulties, adjustment to
the new administration will be achieved by older members.

The committee further expects that continuous efforts will be made

to modify any existing attitudes of prejudice, through an on-going

process of personnel evaluation and equalization c£ minority officer-
inmate proportions. As provisions of Chapter 777 of the Acts of 1972
are implemented, and the number of minority-group officials

a greater variety of inmate needs and interests must be met. The cjn

mittee is confident that efforts will be made to ensure that oppor-
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IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE

RESOLVE AUTHORIZING THE COMMISSIONER OF CORRECTIONS TO MAKE
AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY RELATIVE TO THE FEASIBILITY OF
INTEGRATION OF COUNTY CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES WITHIN THE
STATE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM.

inRESOLVED, That the Commissioner of Corrections is hereby

requested to make an investigation and study relative to the

feasibility of the integration, at some time in the future,

of county correctional institutions, both Houses of Correction

and Jails, within the state Department of Corrections. He shall

report the results of the investigation and study, and his rec-

ommendations, if any, together with drafts of legislation nec-

essary to carry out such recommendations, by filing the same

with the Clerk of the Senate on or before the first Wednesday

in December, nineteen hundred and seventy-three.

f
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it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
eneral Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,

as follows:

Section 1. Chapter 127 of the General Laws is hereby amended

by inserting after section 23 thereof the following section:--

Section 23A. Every person committed to a correctional instit-

ution of the Commonwealth shall be provided, upon their com-

mitment, with a booklet which shall contain all the rules and

regulations of the respective institution to which he or she

has been assigned which are necessary to enable such person

to understand his rights and obligations while he or she con-

tinues to reside in the institution. Said rules and regulations

shall be communicated to said person on a continuing basis as

they are updated and revised. These rules and regulations shall

include, but not be limited to, the definition of what conduct

on the part of inmates will be regarded by the administration

as demanding disciplinary censure and the various modes and de-

grees of discipline which could be meted out for specific breache

of institutional rules and regulations. Such rule booklet shall

provided to the person, as far as possible, in a language he

o, she is literate in, and in all other cases said rules and reg-

ulations shall be conveyed to the person orally in a language

he or she has oral competency in.

IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE

AN ACT REQUIRING THE PRODUCTION OF AN "INMATE RULE BOOK"
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IE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY THREE

TN ACT REGULATING DEDUCTIONS FORKELULAXING DEDUCTIONS FOR GOOD CONDUCT GRANTED TO INVIES OF MASSACHUSETTS CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives

follows,
COUrt assembled . and by the authority of the same, $$

xon 1. Section 129 of Chapter :he General La

tended by inserting after the first paragraph th

lowing new paragraph

T1 uperintendent of an correctional institution i

ilth n.
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tendent shall deem valuable to the inmate's rehabilitate

.eductions shall not exceed twelve and a half days in an.

}ne year period for each such evidence of mentor

kon the part of the inmate. Such additional deductions shall nc

subject to forfeiture and they shall act to reduce the minimi

term of the sentence or sentences for which said inmate is he

jM any of the proceedings relative to his or her parole elig-

• 1 . .• i a ] 4-Vi-i -»-+ir_+h

are specified in section one hundred and thirty-thr
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IN THE YEAH ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE

AN ACT REGULATING THE COMPENSATION OF INMATES EMPLOYED IN
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

4fc
Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:

Section 1« Section 48A of the General Laws is hereby amended by

striking out the first and second paragraphs and inserting in

place thereof the following paragraphs:--

Subject to appropriation from the General Fund, the commissioner

shall establish a system of compensation for inmates of the cor-

rectional institutions of the Commonwealth who perform good and

satisfactory work either within the industrial program or in

the servicing and maintenance of the correctional institutions

or in the prison camps. The commissioner shall establish a grad-

uated scale of compensation to be paid inmates which may provide

for compensation to any inmate who is employed within the in-

stitution at the minimum wage rate established for his or her labor

in accordance with the provisions of chapter 151 of the General

Laws. The commissioner shall establish and may at any time amend

or annul, rules and regulations for carrying out the purposes of

this section. f
The superintendent of any correctional institution shall, upon re-

ceipt of monies earned by the inmates of the institution, deposit
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such funds in special accounts maintained for each inmate in

a bank approved by the state treasurer, provided that deductions

from said earnings first be made by the superintendent for (a)

gimbursement to the commonwealth or the county for food, cloth-

ing, and lodging provided to the inmate, (b) payment of any fine

imposed by a court on the inmate, restitution decreed by the court

ais ’■'art of his or her sentence, such suras as might have been ordered

by court for the support of the inmate's family, (c) reimburse-

ment to the commonwealth for any public assistance given the family

of the inmate during his or her confinement, (d) reimbursement to

the commonwealth or the county for any damages resulting from the re-

spective inmate's activity during institutional disturbances, pro-

vided such activity on his part is proven after appropriate invest-

igation, (e) reasonable sums for the necessary personal expenses

of the inmate. No monies shall be paid directly to said inmate during

the term of his or her confinement except pursuant to clause (e) of

this paragraph. The superintendent shall ensure that the remainder

of said funds is accumulated to the inmate's credit in the special

accounts until he or she is paroled or discharged. Upon said release,

the superintendent shall cause to be paid over to the inmate the bal-

ance of his or her respective account, in such instalments and at

such times as are established pursuant to the above rules and reg-

ulations of the commissioner.

*
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IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE

AN ACT REGULATING THE PROVISION OF MEDICAL CARE TO INMATES
AT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS OF THE COMMONWEALTH

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:

Section 1. Chapter 127 of the General Laws is hereby amended

by inserting after section 16 thereof the following section:--

Section 16A. All correctional institutions within the Common-

wealth shall ensure that each inmate is provided with access

to adequate medical care, consistent with his or her particular

health needs. Such care shall be provided by facilities within the

institutions or, if these are unavailable or inadequate to meet

the inmate's needs, through recourse to extra-institutional hos-

pitals or clinics. The Department of Public Health shall est-

ablish rules and regulations governing the provision of such med-

ical care and communicate the same to the Department of Cor-

rections on a regular and continuing basis.
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AN ACT REGULATING FURLOUGHS ALLOWED INMATES AX CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTIONS OF THE COMMONWEALTH

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:

Section 1. Section 90A of Chapter 127 of the General Laws, as

most recently amended by Section 18 of Chapter 777 of the Acts

of 1972, is hereby further amended by striking out the third

paragraph and inserting in place the following paragraph:--

A person away from a correctional facility pursuant to this

section may be accompanied by an employee of the department, in

the discretion of the commissioner, or an officer of a county

correctional facility, in the discretion of the administrator,

but in every case where such committed offender is permitted

to be away from the correctional facility, the appropriate pol-

ice authorities in the community to which such offender is al-

lowed to return shall receive notification from the Department.

f

IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY THREE
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AN ACT REQUIRING THE COMMISSIONER OF CORRECTIONS TO MAKE A
CERTAIN REPORT TO THE GENERAL COURT

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
* in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,

as follows;

The Commissioner of Corrections is hereby requested to

make a report to the General Court relative to the progress

of the Department of Corrections in achieving the goals and

implementing the recommendations set forth in the Final Report

of the Senate Special Committee to make an Investigation and

Study of the Corrections System of the Commonwealth. Senate

document numbered . He shall compile this report

in a systematic fashion and transmit the same to the Clerk of the

Senate within one year after the filing of the final report of

the above named committee with the Clerk, or within one year

after the passage of any of the legislation appended to said

final report. No more than one such report by the Commissioner

of Corrections shall be so required.

IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE
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